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Abstract

A biological surface, such as the actomyosin cortex or lipid bilayer, func�ons as the interface between an

organelle and its environment. From a mechanical viewpoint, it is a major determinant of shape and

essen�al biological morphogene�c processes such as division or migra�on. One of the reasons they can

perform such diverse func�ons is that they exhibit a dual solid-fluid behavior [1]. As solids, they store elas�c

energy when stretched or bent but cannot store elas�c energy on long �me-scales under in-plane shear, a

situa�on in which flow as viscous fluids on a two-dimensional surface. Furthermore, most of the biological

surfaces are inherently ac�ve, i.e., their mechanical behavior is thus strongly affected by a sustained power

input at a local scale, which induces material flows and deforma�ons. In presence of curvature, in-plane

ac�ve and passive mechanics and transport of chemical species on the surface couple to out-of-plane forces

and deforma�ons. A further layer of complexity is introduced in a sub-class of ac�ve surfaces called ac�ve

nema�c surfaces, in which internal cons�tuents with head-tail symmetry exhibit a broken rota�onal

symmetry field or nema�c order. A spa�al varia�on of nema�c order together with ac�vity and the curved

geometry has been shown to lead to emergent behaviors such as self-organiza�on of anisotropic

architectures. In this work, we systema�cally develop a generic theore�cal model for ac�ve nema�c gels on

three-dimensional deformable surfaces using Onsager's varia�onal framework [2]. The resul�ng model

�ghtly couples shape dynamics, nema�c dynamics, density dynamics, and interfacial hydrodynamics. To

solve the coupled theore�cal model in its full non-linearity, we develop a numerical finite element-based

framework on a �me-incremental version of Onsager's formalism. We next exercise the numerical

frameworks to explore the self-organiza�on of ac�n nema�c architectures on a compressible actomyosin

cortex surface in morphogene�c phenomena. More specifically, we study the role of nema�cs dynamics in

the self-organiza�on of ac�n bundles in cell division, pseudoclevage, and migra�on. Lastly, we perform

numerical simula�ons to explore self-organized flows resul�ng from an interplay between nema�c

architectures and curvature on an incompressible biological surface. Here, we explore the interplay between

nema�c defects, ac�vity, and shape dynamics leading to spontaneous in-plane and out-of-plane

deforma�ons in liquid crystal vesicles.
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